The PENELOPE Monte Carlo simulation code was used to evaluate pinhole mask parameters for X-ray backscatter imaging in a security application. This work makes four major contributions: it describes a convenient efficient test object for evaluating X-ray optics, it converts the PENELOPE output into a simulated CCD image, it compactly outlines how image characteristics can be simply and reproducibly quantified, and it gives guidance on suitable materials and geometries for pinhole masks for X-ray imaging that could be applied to more complicated X-ray optics, such as coded masks. A novel test object X-ray emitter with the shape of a thin wire was specifically designed to explore the effect of mask material thickness and pinhole aperture diameter on image quality. Setting the test object to be the X-ray emitter rather than being a passive scatterer increases computational speed. The photon energy distribution of the artificial test object was set flat between selected energy limits to avoid the model being specific to any particular X-ray source technology. The modelled detector is an array of 1040 x 1392 pixels' area detector inside a lead-lined camera housing. The pixelated detector was modelled by digitising the surface area represented by the PENELOPE phase space file and integrating the energies of the photons impacting each pixel with MATLAB code. The pinhole must be wide enough for sufficient field of view, whilst narrow enough for sufficient spatial resolution and the mask material needs to be thick enough to absorb most X-rays. When the mask material was too thick and the aperture too narrow, a collimation effect occurred. The consequence of excess collimation in a coded aperture is partial coding giving poor image reconstruction. Pure tungsten appears the most versatile material tested, where a 2 mm thickness and 2 mm aperture gives the most appropriate image characteristics for X-ray security imaging.
Introduction
X-ray imaging by backscatter rather than transmission opens new possibilities in the fields of medical imaging, industrial non-destructive testing and security screening, especially where physical access can be an issue. However, imaging by backscatter requires some form of Xray optics to attribute photons as being scattered or generated from some region of a target.
Transmission radiography avoids optics just by the X-ray source being a small point; this achieves successful transmission images but would still fail to image fluorescence generated Non-Commercial Licence (CC:BY:NC 4.0). The final published version (version of record) is available online at DOI: 10.1016/j.nima.2018.07.049. Please refer to any applicable publisher terms of use. mask material. The leakage spectra were generated in PENELOPE as energy-probability distributions. Then, the same simulated experiment was repeated by adding to each of three thicknesses and each of three materials a pinhole aperture of three different diameters. The simulated 'image' at the silicon detector was then collected as a phase-space file by the main program PENMAIN and was processed using MATLAB [11] to show the overall detected energy spectrum, and explore the noise, contrast and resolution. The X-ray source and test object are discussed in section 2.3.
Designing the camera in PENGEOM
The physical imaging system modelled comprises a Gemstar X-ray detector in a lead-lined black aluminium case. The case is fixed to an aluminium mount which is clamped securely to an optical bench. Attached to the front of the camera case is a 100 mm lead lined aluminium extension tube, which supports a brass rotation stage. The inner face of the rotation stage is lined with a 4 mm lead sheet. The pinhole mask is supported at the very front of the camera in an aluminium plate attached to the stage, and the whole system is tightly sealed, other than the apertures of the pinhole optic. The experimental camera is shown in figure 1a . The model of the camera replicates the relevant features of the experimental setup, and can be seen in The model is based on a real detector and camera in use at Cranfield University. However, the general principles here shown are applicable for any pinhole based imaging system, such as coded masks.
Thin wire X-ray emitter test object
The aim of the work is to evaluate the spatial resolution and field of view of pinhole optics with a view to making broad general recommendations on suitable pinhole mask geometries and materials. The problems in doing this are that performing separate simulations to determine resolution and field of view would be computationally time consuming, and that the X-ray transmission of the mask material surrounding the pinhole depends on the energy distribution of the particular X-rays being imaged. To minimise these problems and establish consistency, a novel simple yet test object was conceived that allowed both spatial resolution and field of view to be calculated from a single simulation. It also tests pinholes under a simple fixed 'standard' energy spectrum that does not distort the final recommendations towards any particular type of X-ray generator, setting, or the different materials in the object being imaged, that all emit differently. To do this, the test object was set to be thin to reveal spatial resolution, simultaneously long to test field of view, and also to be its own flat spectrum X-ray emitter. This 'emitter' object also significantly increased computational speed over a passive object backscattering incident X-rays.
The test object is shown in figure 1b as the long thin blue cylinder placed 166mm in front of the 'purple' pinhole mask to give a magnification of unity. It was set to be narrow (0.3 mm) so that broadening reveals resolution deterioration caused by the imaging system. The extreme thinness of the object was expected to result in a Gaussian image profile used to calculate the resolution of the system in terms of its Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
It was set to be long (46 mm) where any reduction in its length in the image reveals the collimation effect of the pinhole reducing the Field of View (FOV). Backscatter imaging is usually performed with a source of X-rays near the camera directed at the target area. X-rays scatter from the target area in all directions, including back to the camera. However, to test the characteristics of various pinhole masks, it is computationally more efficient to make the test object the source of X-rays. The alternative would be to unnecessarily simulate X-rays that miss the 'wire like' object, or ones that hit the wire and undergo various radiation interactions and yet still emerge with path directions that would clearly miss the camera.
Emission was restricted to a 20°cone in the forward direction to match the area of the mask and the photons generated had equal probability to be produced everywhere within the source wire. In our case, the test object generated photons with a uniform yield across the defined energy range so that the transmission function of the pinhole mask is easily apparent and to avoid the findings being specific to pyroelectric or thermionic sources with different anode targets or filters for hardening the beam. Simulation permits any mono-energetic, polychromatic, point or extended X-ray source to be modelled whether it is physically feasible yet or not. This allows the user to simulate current real sources or identify the nature of future sources that might be particularly suitable for imaging or materials characterisation.
Because of the unique emission of the thin wire emitter, it was not possible to replicate it for a real laboratory experiment.
The power of physical experiment is that it has the capacity to establish beyond reasonable doubt how one particular physical system performs under the particular set of conditions tested. However, to forecast general trends under widely varying conditions then physical experiments may not only be too expensive, time consuming and constrained, but also be less reliable than simulations. This can arise through anything from vibrations to temperature changes causing misalignment, so for the purpose of this paper where it is currently not physically possible to provide a broad standard energy distribution anyway, simulation alone was considered sufficient. However, how this artificial test object could potentially give rise to artefacts (or neglect real phenomena) in real systems should be considered. Firstly, for a real test object illuminated by an external source inside a building there will be scattering reaching the camera housing from 4 steradians. With appropriate physical shielding, the real camera response should not be significantly different from the theoretical case. Secondly, real scattering from a test object occurs predominantly from the object's surface, whilst the theoretical test object generates photons from throughout its thickness. Although this could have a minor influence on the apparent width of the wire, it is the superior counting statistics of the emitter approach used consistently that is most useful. 
Pinholes and mask materials
Masks between 0.5 and 10 mm thickness were studied, with circular straight edge pinholes of 0 (no pinhole) 1, 2 and 3 mm diameter. The work of Metzler and Bowsher illustrates chamfered edge pinholes [12] , but chamfered edges are less common, more difficult to manufacture and would unlikely to be viable to use in numbers suitable for coded apertures.
Their existence should be noted, but this work concentrates on straight edge pinholes.
The mask materials investigated were:
-solid tungsten metal, which is difficult to machine, -tungsten epoxy composite, which can be easily cold cast into complex shapes,
-low melting point bismuth alloy, which can be cast at moderately elevated temperatures.
The density of the mixed tungsten-epoxy composite is about half that of tungsten because of the comparatively large volume taken up by the low-density epoxy resin, as well as a small amount of trapped air. The compositions and mass densities are given in table 1 below. The three chosen materials were used for manufacturing pinhole and coded aperture masks for performing in a backscatter imaging system in use at Cranfield University [8] .
Results

Energy spectra through the mask materials
Photon transmission through the material of the mask reduces the contrast and increases noise in images produced using pinhole or coded aperture optics [4] [13] . This section assesses the capacity of nine masks (without pinholes) to prevent photons from the X-ray emitting wire reaching the detector. The number of photons emitted from the wire was set to 10 7 , to achieve acceptable statistics in a relatively short time. Although some of the following figures appear noisy, this is because they show the energy deposited into each pixel to expose our method. The calculations of image characteristics such as spatial resolution and contrast are deduced from many pixels, which makes the statistics acceptable. Although the absorption cross section of materials generally falls with increased photon energy, there are abrupt rises at absorption edges. A fluorescence photon is less energetic than the incident photon that produced it through electron excitation. When they lie closely either side of a strong absorption edge, then the lower energy fluorescent photon can be more penetrating than the higher energy incident photon that generated it. Further, if the application involves characterising the materials of a distant object through a small pinhole, then even signals generated strongly by that object could be obfuscated by weak fluorescence across a wide mask close to the detector, especially if the energy dispersive detector has poor spatial resolution. Photons caused by fluorescence are an important feature, as their existence means the ideal mask property should not just prevent incident photons being transmitted, but also that it should not generate secondary photons either. For this study, the upper photon energy was set to 200 keV because this is approximately the practical ceiling of many current compact X-ray generators. If these masks were used for imaging photons with significantly higher energy, then there would be a large increase in transmission through the bulk of the mask and image contrast would decrease significantly.
Contrast would be further reduced by increased fluorescence from the mask, and there would be a slight degradation in spatial resolution as pinhole edges impacted by photons obliquely would become particularly transparent.
Introducing a pinhole and adapting the phase-space file to replicate an imaging plate.
The phase space file (PSF) contains the energy and position data of each photon hitting the detector [1] . This file can be represented as a three-dimensional energy-scatter plot, (e.g. figure 3a ). However, this does not inherently replicate images in the same way as sensors capture images. Sensors do not log impacts from individual photons at precise locations but instead they measure deposited energy over a time period within digitised spatial regions.
For the PSF to be presented as an image, the raw data needs to be processed in a similar way The images in figure 3 are based on a 4 mm thick tungsten plate with 2 mm pinhole equidistant from the test object and detector to give a magnification equal to 1. 
Figure 2
The photon energy-probability spectrum for 0.5 mm thickness masks for W, W Epoxy composite and Bi alloy masks without a pinhole [13] . Spectra were tallied at the detector (in orange in figure 1c ), behind the pinhole mask (in purple in figure 1b-c) and shielded by a lead-aluminium cylinder (in green in figure 1b-c).
Preliminary appraisal of contrast and field of view with pinhole masks of different thicknesses
The integrated energy images of the test wire from three mask materials at different thicknesses were simulated to appraise the influence of pinhole mask properties on image contrast and field of view. Figure 4 compares the effect of increasing the thickness for pure tungsten using a 1 mm aperture. At 1 mm thickness ( fig. 4a ) there is significant transmission through tungsten and the image appears noisy. At 2 mm thickness pure tungsten ( fig. 4b) prevents enough photons from penetrating the mask body so that photons that travel through the pinhole from the object can be seen clearly above the low background noise. At 4 mm thickness ( fig. 4c ) the tungsten appears to be an effective mask, but the imaged wire is not observable over its full length. At 10 mm, the background has been reduced to zero, but the ends of the wire cannot be seen, indicating collimation (see figure 4d) . The change of colours along the test object in figure 4 reveal how the collimation effect increases with mask thickness. The centre pixel should be unaffected by mask thickness, however fluorescence and scatter off the inner walls off a pinhole will have some influence.
Large apertures admit more photons than small ones, with exposure time reducing nominally as the square of the diameter. Thus, the diameter was increased. Images were simulated and examined at 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm aperture diameter in masks up to 10 mm thickness. An example of 1 to 3 mm aperture diameters in pinhole mask is given in figure 5 for 2 mm thickness pure tungsten. Figure 6 shows the preliminary findings for 2 mm aperture pinholes in 2mm thick pure tungsten and two alternative materials twice as thick. Tungsten-epoxy and bismuth alloy are candidate mask materials because they can be manufactured into coded apertures easily [8] . Whilst tungsten appears to give acceptable images at 2 mm thickness ( fig. 6a) 
Determining the ROI
The geometry of the simulation was set to give an image size equal to the 46 mm 0.3 mm test object. The object image should ideally fully occupy and be confined to the pixels that correspond to the source dimensions as the magnification is equal to unity. However finite resolution broadens the image beyond these confines. The limits of the Region Of Interest (ROI) were thus set -23 ≤ y ≤ 23 mm and -2 ≤ x ≤ 2 mm for the smallest aperture, but the horizontal x-axis ROI parameters were raised for larger apertures to ensure image broadening was accommodated. These limits were set on MATLAB for extraction of the ROI against the image background. Once ROI is determined, the background noise was estimated as the whole image integrated energy minus the ROI. An example of the applied method is shown in figure 7: a) is the whole image, b) is the identified ROI and c) is the background noise. 
Spatial resolution
Generally, spatial resolution is a metric to quantify the ability of an imaging system to distinguish between two unique objects closely separated in space [14] . The resolution is normally measured by imaging test objects with decreasing separations of parallel lines [15] .
Another way to quantify resolution is by defining it in terms of the observed full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a single infinitely narrow object or an infinitely abrupt edge feature.
In our case, the FWHM method has been applied across the thin test object where the image and 10 show how the FWHM varies with aperture diameter and mask thickness.
Spatial resolution as function of aperture diameter and thickness
Generally, the resolution improves (i.e. FWHM reduces) with reducing pinhole diameter.
Pinhole masks were also simulated at narrower apertures, such as 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm, and wider apertures such as 6 mm and 10 mm. The effect of the resolution as FWHM against the aperture diameter can be seen in figure 9 . As the FWHM decreases, the resolution increases.
However, due to the pixel size limitation, there is a plateau between 0.1 mm and 1 mm aperture diameter for all the three materials.
On the other hand, the resolution reduces slightly with increasing mask thickness for the same aperture diameter. This is because thin masks allow large numbers of X-rays to be transmitted through the aperture edges obliquely which effectively increases the diameter of the aperture, whilst thick masks only allow X-rays that hit the mask aperture perpendicularly to pass (collimation). In figure 10 , pure tungsten, tungsten-epoxy and bismuth alloy FWHMs were compared against the thickness. For the thin mask thicknesses tested here the same spatial resolution achieved by tungsten-epoxy and bismuth alloy can be achieved by half the thickness of pure tungsten because of its low transmission. 
Estimating the Field of View and Collimation effects
An ideal pinhole mask would transmit photons through a single locus from across 4π steradians. In practice, as the mask thickness increases the acceptance angle and the field of view decrease. Simple pinhole images would thus appear cropped at their edges. This effect is shown in figure 4 but may also be seen in figure 11 . Figure 11 shows how the effect of the collimation occurs when the mask is thick. The wire is not fully resolved, and edges appear cropped.
The wire test object was designed to be long specifically to evaluate the FOV and collimation effect. Figure 11b shows that the wire's image is not cropped abruptly, instead the signal weakens near the ends. A Gaussian fit along the y-axis of the wire's image was used as a simple reproducible measure of its apparent length. Figure 12 shows the collimation effect via the apparent length of the 46 mm test object, as a function of mask material and thickness. Figure 13 shows the effect as function of aperture size, but as the image plate is 166 mm from the pinhole then FOV can be expressed in terms of Angle of View (AOV) for general use in other applications. For thin masks with wide apertures the Gaussian fit can extend a little beyond the true length of the wire because of degraded spatial resolution. The collimation effect is observed most strongly for thick pure tungsten masks with narrow apertures. The FOV for small apertures is more sensitive to changes in mask thickness than for large apertures, and similarly the AOV for thick masks is more sensitive to changes in aperture than for thin masks. The data presented is based on a test object centred in the field of view; the consequences could be more extreme for objects which are offset from the centre axis of a pinhole. Only one of the many apertures from a coded aperture can be at the centre so evaluating the consequences of partial coding caused by collimation would not be trivial. 
Conclusion
This work makes four major contributions; it describes a convenient efficient test object for evaluating X-ray optics, it processes the PENELOPE output into a simulated CCD image, it compactly outlines how image characteristics can be simply and reproducibly quantified, and it gives guidance on suitable materials, thicknesses and apertures for simple pinhole masks.
The PENELOPE Monte Carlo simulation suite has been applied to design, test and optimise the optics of an X-ray backscatter imaging system. PENELOPE has proven to be a versatile tool to model our experimental imaging system and to create a virtual test object with characteristics more suited to design and evaluation than could be achieved experimentally.
A long thin X-ray emitting test wire was shown to be an efficient means to simultaneously characterise a range of parameters such as resolution and field of view. The X-ray photons incident on the masks were uniformly distributed between 0.1 keV and 200 keV to make this work more general and not specific to a particular type of generator, target or filtered system.
The optimum pinhole will likely be different for different X-ray source spectra. The creation of MATLAB code to convert PENELOPE's phase space file into the spatial 'brightness' that would be seen across a typical pixelated imaging plate extended the utility of PENELOPE 
